Model 1327 40mm Single Launcher

The Defense Technology® 1327 40mm Single Launcher comes equipped with the following features. It will support the use of additional optics, sights and accessories with the 12” Picatinny Rails and the folding stock allows for convenient carrying and storing of the launcher.

- 12” Picatinny Rails (Top & Bottom)
- Pop-Up Adjustable Sights (Front & Rear)
- Rail Mounted Adjustable Fore-Grip
- Folding Stock w/ Adjustable Cheek Piece and Grip
- One-Point Sling w/ Quick Release

Upgrade Model 1325 40mm Single Launcher

Defense Technology® has an offer to help stretch your budget and ensure you have the ability to get the most out of your Defense Technology products. Ship your model 1325 40mm Single Launcher back to Defense Technology and it will be inspected, the components will be upgraded with all the new features listed above, and we will re-set your warranty for two years.

Process:

- Contact Defense Technology® Customer Care at 800-347-1200 to schedule your upgrade.
- Receive your RA Number (Return Authorization). DO NOT ship your launcher to Defense Technology without this number.
- Remove all accessories before shipping the launcher (i.e. scopes, lights, etc.).
- Make sure the RA number is written on the outside of the box and POC information is inside with launcher.
- Box and ship your launcher via Federal Express or UPS ground.
- The normal turn-around time will be 21 days.
- DO NOT ship any live ammunition with your launcher.

Options:

- Side Rails can be installed for an added cost.

The accuracy of the Defense Technology® Less Lethal Impact Munitions is unmatched. This offer will help you optimize that accuracy and extend the life of your launcher platform at a minimum cost.

Once again, Defense Technology® Is Your Force Option!